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-There are three different types of worms
- Erin.
-That Mars was full of life, but over time
everything died - Logan.
-Science is not just one thing, it is many
things - Arthur.
Why is science important to you?
-I find it fun and exciting - Arthur.

St.Michael’s recently celebrated British
Science Week.
I interviewed some
children to find out what they thought
about it.
What was your favourite part of Science
Week?
Designing a creature that would survive
on Mars - Logan.
When I looked at the x-rays of humans
and animals - Sienna.

-Anything can start from science, just like
how scientists invent things through
discovery and research - Amanda.
Because I can teach my family about
what I learn - Ethan.
-Because I learn things I didn’t know
Logan.

-

-It explains all aspects of the world and
the universe around us - Benjamin.

-The penguin nest building - Erin.

-It is fun and we get to experiment and
learn things about the animals - Erin.

-The experiment with the Scientist Christian.

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for
regular updates!

-The slime experiment! – Benjamin.

Here are some photographs of our pupils
enjoying Science Week!

Which experiment did you enjoy most
and why?
-When we made a parachute for an egg
and dropped them, hoping they
wouldn’t crack! - Toby.
-The slime one because it was interesting
to watch it expand - Ethan.
-Worm digging as we got to do a seagull
dance to get the worms to the surface! –
Erin.

Tell me something new you learned
about science?
-The balloon-powered car experiment
made me think about how to get the car
to move. Through this concept I have
easily learned the difference between
potential and kinetic energy - Amanda.
-That you need a balanced diet to aid
brain growth - Benjamin.

